OTOMO is an App

OTOMO is a system designed to optimize office comfort and energy savings; an intelligent wireless network that is entirely configured through the App, available for iOS and Android systems.

Is the application for IPhone and IPad that allows you to control in an easy and intuitive way your office with OTOMO, the Bluetooth control network to manage the optimization, energy saving and control of the office through smartphones and mobile devices.
OTOMO is a system designed to optimize comfort and energy saving in office buildings.

Is a network of Bluetooth controls born to manage optimization, energy saving and office control through smartphone and mobile devices.

What It Controls?

Lighting, blinds, shades, motorized gates with AUTOMATIC MANAGEMENT or PRESENCE-DEPENDENT management. Local and remote.
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Lighting Control.

Shutters & Curtains Control

Motorized Gates
OTOMO

Lighting Control.

- Auto on-off of lighting devices.
- Automatic control of constant brightness in a room.
- Manual control of brightness and color temperature of light sources.
- Biodynamic light: automatic management of lighting color temperature and intensity according to the circadian cycle.
OTOMO is compliant with the Efficiency Class A "High Energy Performance" of the European standard EN 15232.

>33% of lighting electricity
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Devices

A simplified set of well centered components:
- table lux/temp metering lamp
- Dali BLE controller
- Relè BLE modules
- Switch BLE interface module
- Lux / temperature meter accessory